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Finite surgeries on three-tangle pretzel knots
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We classify Dehn surgeries on .p; q; r/ pretzel knots that result in a manifold of finite
fundamental group. The only hyperbolic pretzel knots that admit nontrivial finite
surgeries are .�2; 3; 7/ and .�2; 3; 9/ . Agol and Lackenby’s 6–theorem reduces the
argument to knots with small indices p; q; r . We treat these using the Culler–Shalen
norm of the SL.2;C/–character variety. In particular, we introduce new techniques
for demonstrating that boundary slopes are detected by the character variety.

57M05, 57M25, 57M50

Dedicated to Professor Akio Kawauchi on the occasion of his 60th birthday.

In [19] Mattman showed that if a hyperbolic .p; q; r/ pretzel knot K admits a nontrivial
finite Dehn surgery of slope s (ie, a Dehn surgery that results in a manifold of finite
fundamental group) then either

� K D .�2; 3; 7/ and s D 17, 18 or 19,

� K D .�2; 3; 9/ and s D 22 or 23 or

� K D .�2;p; q/ where p and q are odd and 5� p � q .

In the current paper we complete the classification by proving:

Theorem 1 Let K be a .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot with p , q odd and 5� p � q . Then
K admits no nontrivial finite surgery.

Using the work of Agol [1] and Lackenby [16], candidates for finite surgery correspond
to curves of length at most six in the maximal cusp of S3 nK . If 7� p � q , we will
argue that only five slopes for the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot have length six or less: the
meridian and the four integral surgeries 2.pC q/� 1, 2.pC q/, 2.pC q/C 1 and
2.pC q/C 2. If p D 5 and q � 11, a similar argument leaves seven candidates, the
meridian and the six integral slopes between 2.5C q/� 2 and 2.5C q/C 3.
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We will treat the remaining knots, .�2; 5; 5/, .�2; 5; 7/ and .�2; 5; 9/, using the
Culler–Shalen norm (for example, see Boyer and Zhang [2] and Culler, Gordon,
Luecke and Shalen [5]). For a hyperbolic knot in S3 , this is a norm k � k on the
vector space H1.@M IR/. We can identify a Dehn surgery slope s 2Q[f1

0
g with a

class s 2 H1.@M IZ/. If s is a finite slope that is not a boundary slope, the finite
surgery theorem [2] shows that s is integral or half-integral and ksk�maxf2S;SC8g

where S D minfkk W 0 ¤  2 H1.@M IZ/g is the minimal norm. This makes the
Culler–Shalen norm an effective tool for the study of finite surgery slopes.

The Culler–Shalen norm is intimately related to the set of boundary slopes. An essential
surface in the knot complement M will meet @M in a (possibly empty) set of parallel
curves. The slope represented by this set of curves is known as a boundary slope. For
a pretzel knot, these slopes are determined by the algorithm of Hatcher and Oertel [11].
Given the list of boundary classes f ǰ W 1 � j � N g, the norm is determined by an
associated set of nonnegative integers aj :

kk D 2

NX
jD1

aj�.; ǰ /:

Here �. � ; � / denotes the minimal geometric intersection number.

In particular, if a boundary class ǰ is detected by the character variety, then the
corresponding coefficient aj is positive. To describe the notion of “detection,” recall
that, following Culler and Shalen [6], we can use SL.2;C/–representations of the
knot group to construct essential surfaces in the complement M . The construction
uses an ideal point of a curve in the SL.2;C/–character variety to induce a nontrivial
action of the knot group on a Bass–Serre tree. This action in turn yields an embedded
essential surface in M . We will say that the boundary slope associated to a surface so
constructed is detected by the character variety. As it will be enough for us to argue
that certain aj are positive, an important part of our proof is the introduction of new
techniques to show that a boundary slope is detected.

We remark that Ichihara and Jong have recently announced an independent proof of
Theorem 1 using Heegaard Floer homology [12]. Indeed, they go further and classify
finite and cyclic surgeries for all Montesinos knots. Also, with an argument based on
Khovanov homology, Watson [27] has just shown that the .�2;p;p/ pretzel knot (for
p odd, 5� p � 25) admits no nontrivial finite surgeries.

Our paper is organised as follows. As above, our proof of Theorem 1 breaks into two
cases. In Section 4, we use the 6–theorem to handle the case where p� 7 as well as the
case where pD 5 and q � 11 and prove that none of these knots admit nontrivial finite
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surgeries. This leaves the three knots .�2; 5; 5/, .�2; 5; 7/ and .�2; 5; 9/, which we
treat using the Culler–Shalen norm. In Section 2, we show that the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel
knot admits no nontrivial finite surgeries by introducing new techniques for detecting
boundary slopes that generalise the method introduced by Kabaya [14] (based on earlier
work of Yoshida). In Section 3, we give some observations concerning detection of
the boundary slopes 2.pC q/ for the .�2; 5; 5/ and .�2; 5; 7/ pretzel knots using
techniques pioneered by Ohtsuki [22; 23]. In consequence, we conclude that the
.�2; 5; 7/ pretzel knot admits no nontrivial finite surgeries. We conclude Section 3
by proving the same assertion for the .�2; 5; 9/ pretzel knot. Thus, in each section,
we show that the knots under consideration admit no nontrivial finite slopes. Taken
together, this proves Theorem 1.

In the next section we collect some general results that will be used throughout the
paper.

1 Lemmas

In this section let K denote a .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot with p; q odd and 5 � p � q .
We collect several facts about finite slopes of these knots. We begin with arguments
that apply to all slopes. We next look at arguments specific to even integer slopes and
those that apply to the slopes 2.pC q/˙ 1.

For a pair of slopes a
b
; c

d
2Q[f1

0
g, the distance is defined to be �.a

b
; c

d
/D jad �bcj.

This is equivalent to the minimal geometric intersection number of curves representing
these two slopes. Agol [1] and Lackenby [16] independently showed that any pair of
exceptional slopes on a one-cusped hyperbolic manifold lie within distance 10 of each
other. Very recently, Lackenby and Meyerhoff [17] improved the bound from 10 to 8;
we will not need this improvement.

Since 2.p C q/ is an exceptional, toroidal surgery slope of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel
knot K [29], it follows from the work of Agol [1] and Lackenby [16] that any other
exceptional slope s is within distance 10 of 2.pC q/.

Lemma 2 Let p; q be odd and 5 � p � q . If s is a finite slope of the .�2;p; q/

pretzel knot, then �.s; 2.pC q//� 10.

The next set of lemmas relate to the Culler–Shalen norm for a hyperbolic knot in
S3 ; Shalen [25] is a good reference. Note that K is hyperbolic [15]. We will be
working with the total norm, which is given by summing the Culler–Shalen norm over
all components of the character variety. The following lemma, which is proved in
Section 5.1 of [18] (cf [19, Proposition 1.3]), gives the minimal total norm.
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Lemma 3 Let p; q be odd with 5� p � q . The minimal total norm of the .�2;p; q/

pretzel knot is S D 2pq� 3.pC q/.

The next lemma summarises several consequences of the finite surgery theorem [2].

Lemma 4 Let p; q be odd with 5 � p � q and let s D a
b

be a finite surgery slope
of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot. Then, either s D 1

0
or else s is integral (ie, b D 1) or

half-integral (b D 2). Moreover, if s is the class of a curve representing slope s and s

is not a boundary slope, then ksk � S C 8 unless s is an even integer, in which case
ksk � 2S .

Note that M.1
0
/D S3 is known as trivial surgery and 1

0
is always a finite slope. Our

goal in this paper is to show that it is the only finite slope of K .

In earlier work, Ishikawa, Mattman and Shimokawa showed that there is a relationship
between the positions of finite slopes and boundary slopes [13]. Recall that a surface
F �M is called a semifibre if its complement M nF is a (possibly twisted) I –bundle.
(Under this definition, a fibre in a fibration of M is one example of a semifibre.) A
boundary slope is strict if it is not the slope of a semifibre of S3 nK . For a knot in
S3 , if r is a boundary slope that is not strict, then r D 0.

Lemma 5 Let K be a hyperbolic knot in S3 and k � k the associated total Culler–
Shalen norm. Let S denote the minimal total norm and suppose that S � 8. If s D a

b

is a finite slope of K , then there is a strict boundary slope r with js � r j � 2=b and
the inequality is strict unless K has exactly two strict boundary slopes detected by the
character variety.

Proof In the proof of Corollary 3(2) of [13], it was shown that js � r j � 3=b using
S � 4. If we instead assume S � 8, the same argument shows that js� r j � 2=b , as
required.

Finally, we observe the following immediate consequence of [5, Theorem 2.0.3]. Recall
that a knot is small if there is no closed essential surface in its complement. In particular,
the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot K is small [21].

Lemma 6 Let ˇ be a boundary slope for a small knot K in S3 . Then ˇ is not a finite
slope.
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1.1 Even surgeries

In this subsection we will see that even integer surgeries of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot
are generally not finite.

Using the Wirtinger presentation [24], the fundamental group of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel
knot is (cf [26])

�1.M /D hx;y; z j .zx/.p�1/=2z.zx/.1�p/=2
D .yx/�.qC1/=2y.yx/.qC1/=2;

.yz�1/�1y.yz�1/D .yx/.1�q/=2x.yx/.q�1/=2;

.yz�1/�1z.yz�1/D .zx/.pC1/=2x.zx/�.pC1/=2
i:

There is redundancy in the relations as any one is a consequence of the other two.

For an integral surgery slope s , the group of M.s/ is given by adding the relator xsl

where

l D x�2.pCq/.yx/.q�1/=2.yz�1/�1.yx/.qC1/=2.zx/.p�1/=2.yz�1/.zx/.pC1/=2;

represents the longitude, ie, �1.M.s//D �1.M /=hxsli:

Lemma 7 Let p; q be odd with 5�p� q . Assume further that if pD 5, then q � 11.
Let s be an even integer and let M be the complement of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot.
Then �1.M.s// is not finite.

Proof We will argue that �1.M.s// projects onto the group that Coxeter [4] calls
.2;p; qI 2/. Edjvet [8] has shown that this group is infinite under our hypotheses on p

and q .

Assume that s is even. Adding the relators x2;y2; z2 and .yz/2 , we see that �1.M.s//

has as factor group

hx;y; z j x2;y2; z2; .yz/2; .zx/p; .yx/q;

.yx/.q�1/=2.zy/.yx/.qC1/=2.zx/.p�1/=2.yz/.zx/.pC1/=2
i:

Let Gev denote the subgroup consisting of words of even length. By substituting
aD zx , b D xy , c D yz we have the closely related group

G0ev D ha; b; c j c
2; ap; bq; abc; b.qC1/=2cb.q�1/=2a.p�1/=2ca.pC1/=2

i:

That is, Gev is a quotient Fa;b;c=K0 of the free group on a; b; c where K0 is the
normal closure of the given relations in the free group on x;y; z . On the other hand,
G0evDFa;b;c=K1 where K1 is the normal closure of the relations in Fa;b;c . Evidently
K1 �K0 and it will suffice to argue that G0ev is infinite.
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Letting ˛ D a.p�1/=2 , ˇ D b.q�1/=2 we have

h˛; ˇ j ˛p; ˇq; .˛2ˇ2/2; .ˇ˛/2.˛ˇ/2i:

Finally adding the relator .˛ˇ/2 , we arrive at

.2;p; qI 2/D h˛; ˇ j ˛p; ˇq; .˛ˇ/2; .˛2ˇ2/2i:

1.2 2.pC q/˙ 1 surgeries

We will show that 2.pCq/˙1 surgery results in a manifold with infinite fundamental
group provided p and q are sufficiently large.

Lemma 8 Let p; q be odd with 5 � p � q and .p; q/ ¤ .5; 5/. Let M be the
complement of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot. Then �1.M.2.pC q/� 1// is not finite.

Proof As in the previous subsection, �1.M.2.pC q/� 1// is

hx;y; z j .yz�1/�1y.yz�1/D .yx/.1�q/=2x.yx/.q�1/=2;

.yz�1/�1z.yz�1/D .zx/.pC1/=2x.zx/�.pC1/=2; x2.pCq/�1li:

We will write the group in terms of the generators aD zx and b D yx . Then yz�1 =
ba�1 . It will be convenient to use the expressions ˛ D a.p�1/=2 and ˇ D b.q�1/=2 .

The relator x2.pCq/�1l allows us to write x in terms of a and b : x D ˇaˇ˛b˛:

Then, y D bx�1 D b.ˇaˇ˛b˛/�1 while z D ax�1 D a.ˇaˇ˛b˛/�1 . Using these
substitutions, the first relation becomes the relator aˇb�1aˇ.˛b˛ˇ/2 while the second
yields ˛ba�1˛b.˛ˇaˇ/2 . Thus, �1.M.2.pC q/� 1// can be written

ha; b; ˛; ˇ j ˛ D a.p�1/=2; ˇ D b.q�1/=2; aˇb�1aˇ.˛b˛ˇ/2; ˛ba�1˛b.˛ˇaˇ/2i:

As we shall see, by adding the relators ap , bq and .˛ˇ�1/2 we obtain G5;p;q

(see Coxeter [4]) as a factor group. Since this group is infinite [9], we deduce that
�1.M.2.pC q/� 1// is, likewise, infinite.

Note that ap D a˛2 so that aD ˛�2 . Similarly b D ˇ�2 . The relator .˛ˇ�1/2 gives
˛ˇ�1Dˇ˛�1 and ˛�1ˇDˇ�1˛ . Then, the relators of �1.M.2.pCq/�1// become
.ˇ�1.˛2ˇ�2/2/2 and ..˛2ˇ�2/2˛/2 . Thus, we can write the factor group as

G D h˛; ˇ j ˛p; ˇq; .˛ˇ�1/2; .ˇ�1.˛2ˇ�2/2/2; ..˛2ˇ�2/2˛/2i:

Replacing ˛ by A, ˇ by B�1 , and introducing the generator C D .A2B2/2 , we can
rewrite G as

G D hA; B; C jAp; Bq; .AB/2.BC /2; .CA/2; C D .A2B2/2i:
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We next show that C 5 is also a relator in this group. Since .BC /2 is a relator, so too
is .C�1B�1/2 . But

C�1B�1
D .B�2A�2/2B�1

D B�1.B�1A�2B�1/2 D B�1.AB2A/2:

It follows that .AB2A/�2 D B�1.AB2A/2B�1 .

On the other hand, since

1D .CA/2 D ..A2B2/2A/2 D .A.AB2A/2/2

we have .AB2A/�2 DA.AB2A/2A. Equating these two expressions for .AB2A/�2

gives the desired result, 1D .A2B2/10 D C 5 .

Note that .ABC /2 is also a consequence of the relators we already know. Indeed,

.ABC /2 DABCABC

D B�1A�1A�1C�1C�1B�1

D B�1A�2C�2B�1

D B�1A�2.A2B2/�4B�1

D B.A2B2/�5B�1
D 1:

Thus, we will not change the group by adding the relators C 5 and .ABC /2 :

G D hA; B; C jAp; Bq; C 5; .AB/2; .BC /2; .CA/2; .ABC /2; C D .A2B2/2i:

Finally, we note that C D .A2B2/2 is now a consequence of the other relators. Indeed,
as above, .ABC /2 implies C�2DA2B2 so that C DC�4D .A2B2/2 . Thus, G is the
group G5;p;qDhA; B; C jAp; Bq; C 5; .AB/2; .BC /2; .CA/2; .ABC /2i defined
by Coxeter [4]. Edjvet and Juhász [9] have recently shown that this group is infinite
when 5 � p � q , except in the case where p D q D 5. Since �1.M.2.pC q/� 1//

projects onto G5;p;q , it is also infinite.

Remark 9 We can use this argument to show s D 2.pC q/� k surgery is infinite
provided k � 1 mod 5. The idea is to add the relator xk�1 to form a factor group of
�1.M.2.pC q/�k//. Note that l is of the form x�2.pCq/zl . After adding xk�1 , the
relator xsl becomes x�1zl as before and we arrive at the same group G5;p;q with an
additional relator that corresponds to xk�1 . The relation x D zl means that we can
equally well think of adding the relator zl k�1 . However, when we follow this through
to the group G5;p;q , we see that this amounts to adding the relator C k�1 . If 5 j .k�1/

this relator is already satisfied in G5;p;q . Thus, for such k , �1.M.2.pC q/� k//

projects onto G5;p;q and is infinite when 5� p � q and .p; q/¤ .5; 5/. For example,
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this shows that 18 surgery on the .�2; 5; 7/ knot and 22 surgery on .�2; 5; 9/ are not
finite.

Lemma 10 Let p; q be odd with 7 � p � q . If p D 7, let q � 21 and suppose
that .p; q/¤ .9; 9/. Let M be the complement of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot. Then
�1.M.2.pC q/C 1// is not finite.

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 8, �1.M.2.pC q/C 1// is

ha; b; ˛; ˇ j ˛D a.p�1/=2; ˇD b.q�1/=2; ˇ˛b˛ˇ.aˇ/2.˛b/2; ˛ˇaˇ˛.aˇ/2.˛b/2i:

Adding the relators ap , bq , .˛ˇ�1/2 yields the group G3;p;q . Edjvet and Juhász [9]
have shown that this group is infinite under the given conditions on p and q .

Remark 11 Edjvet and Juhász determine finiteness of the groups Gm;p;q except in the
case .m; n;p/ 2 f.3; 8; 13/; .3; 7; 19/g. The argument above suggests that techniques
of knot theory may be of use in resolving these outstanding cases. In particular, we’ve
shown that G3;7;19 is related to 2.7C 19/C 1 surgery of the .�2; 7; 19/ pretzel knot.
We will argue below that this surgery is not finite. Can this be used to resolve the open
question of the finiteness of G3;7;19 ?

2 The .�2 ; 5; 5/ pretzel knot

In this section, K will denote the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot and we will prove

Theorem 12 The .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot admits no nontrivial finite surgery.

As a first step, we show that all but one of the boundary slopes of K is detected. By
Hatcher and Oertel’s [11] algorithm, K has boundary slopes 0, 14, 15, 20 and 22.
In the first subsection, using the method of [14], we see that slopes 14 and 15 are
detected and we show how that method can be extended to prove that the boundary
slopes 20 and 22 are also detected and, moreover, there are at least two ideal points
for 20.

Having shown that all boundary slopes except 0 are detected, we have a good idea
of the Culler–Shalen norm of K . In the second subsection, we apply this knowledge
toward a proof of Theorem 12.
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2.1 Ideal points of the complement of the .�2 ; 5; 5/ pretzel knot

We now explain how the technique of [14] (with which we assume familiarity) can be
used to detect the 14 and 15 slopes. By additional calculation we also show that each
of the boundary slopes 20 and 22 are detected with slope 20 having at least two ideal
points.

SnapPea [28] gives an ideal triangulation of S3 nK with 7 ideal tetrahedra. Let
z1; : : : ; z7 be the complex parameters of the ideal tetrahedra. We define z0

k
D1=.1�zk/

and z00
k
D 1� 1=zk . The gluing equations associated to this ideal triangulation are

written in the form

z1z02z3z4z5 D z1.1�z2/
�1z3z4z5 D 1;

z01z001z2z04z05z005.z
0
6/

2z006 D�.z1/
�1z2.1�z4/

�1.z5/
�1.z6/

�1.1�z6/
�1
D 1;

z001z2z002z03z003z04.z
0
7/

2z007 D .z1/
�1.1�z1/.1�z2/.z3/

�1.1�z4/
�1.z7/

�1.1�z7/
�1
D 1;

z1z02z6z7 D z1.1�z2/
�1z6z7 D 1;

z3z004z05z7 D�z3.z4/
�1.1�z4/.1�z5/

�1z7 D 1;

z03z004z5z6 D�.1�z3/
�1.z4/

�1.1�z4/z5z6 D 1;

z01z002z003z4z005z006z007 D 1

and the derivatives of the holonomies of the meridian and longitude are given by

M D z001z04.z5/
�1z06;

LD .z1/
�1z01.z

00
1/
�19z2z02.z

0
3/
�1.z003/

�1.z04/
�19z004.z5/

18.z005/
�1.z06/

�19:
(2-1)

Because the product of all the gluing equations is equal to 1, we can omit the last
equation. Each gluing equation can be written in the form

7Y
kD1

.zk/
r 0
j ;k .1� zk/

r 00
j ;k D˙1 .j D 1; : : : ; 6/

for some integers r 0
j ;k

and r 00
j ;k

. We denote by D the affine algebraic set defined by

the gluing equations in .C � f0; 1g/7 and call it a deformation variety. For a given
point of D , we can construct a PSL.2;C/–representation by using the developing
map. It is known that this construction defines an algebraic map from D to the
PSL.2;C/–character variety.

As a sequence of points on D approaches an ideal point, some zk goes to 0, 1 or
1. Let I D fi1; : : : ; i7g where ik is 1, 0 or 1. The vector I represents a type of
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degeneration of the ideal tetrahedra. Let

r.I/j ;k D

8̂<̂
:

r 00
j ;k

if ik D 1;

r 0
j ;k

if ik D 0 ;

�r 0
j ;k
� r 00

j ;k
if ik D1;

.k D 0; 1 : : : ; 6/

R.I/k D det

0BB@
r.I/1;1 � � � 2r.I/1;k � � � r.I/1;n
:::

:::
:::

r.I/n�1;1 � � �
3r.I/n�1;k � � � r.I/n�1;n

1CCA
where the hat means removing the column. We define

d.I/D .R.I/0;�R.I/1; : : : ;R.I/6/:

In [14], it is shown that if all the coefficients of d.I/ are positive (or negative), there is
a corresponding ideal point of D . The corresponding valuation v satisfies v.zk/D dk .
So we can easily compute the values v.M / and v.L/. If one of v.M / or v.L/ is
nonzero, the ideal point of D gives an ideal point of the PSL.2;C/–character variety
and its boundary slope is �v.L/=v.M /. Because every PSL.2;C/–representation of
the fundamental group of a knot complement lifts to a SL.2;C/–representation, we
obtain an ideal point of the SL.2;C/–character variety.

By computing d.I/ for all I , we obtain 6 ideal points of D satisfying the condition.
The computation is shown in Table 1. As in the table, we conclude that the slopes 14

and 15 are detected.

I d.I/ .v.M /; v.L// boundary slopes
.0; 1;1; 0; 0;1; 0/ �.1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2/ .1;�14/ 14

.1;1; 0; 0;1; 0;1/ .2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1/ .�1; 14/ 14

.1; 1;1; 0; 0;1; 0/ �.1; 4; 2; 4; 3; 1; 6/ .2;�30/ 15

.0; 1;1;1; 0;1; 0/ �.4; 3; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1/ .2;�30/ 15

.1; 1; 0; 0;1; 0;1/ .4; 1; 3; 4; 2; 6; 1/ .�2; 30/ 15

.1;1; 0;1;1; 0;1/ .3; 4; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2/ .�2; 30/ 15

Table 1: Ideal points of D detected by the method of [14]

2.1.1 Slope 20 (toroidal) If some ideal tetrahedron does not converge to 1, 0 or
1, we cannot apply the method of [14] directly. Instead, we make a careful anal-
ysis of the nondegenerate ideal tetrahedra. When .z1; z2; z3; z4; z5; z6; z7/ goes to
.�; 0;�;�;�; 1;�/, there are corresponding ideal points. (The � means that the ideal
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tetrahedron does not become degenerate.) We change the coordinate system of the
degenerate ideal tetrahedra by setting

z2 D bt; z6 D 1�f t:

When t D 0, the points correspond to ideal points. There are two solutions:

.z1; z3; z4; z5; z7/D

�
� 1;

3˙
p
�3

2
;
3˙
p
�3

6
;
�1˙

p
�3

2
;�1

�
:

At the ideal point, we have .v.z2/; v.1 � z2// D .1; 0/, .v.z6/; v.1 � z6// D .0; 1/

and .v.zk/; v.1 � zk// D .0; 0/ for k ¤ 2; 6. From the equations (2-1), we have
v.M /D�1 and v.L/D 20. So the corresponding boundary slope is �v.L/=v.M /D

20. We remark that the volume near the ideal points approaches ˙2:029883: : : D

˙2(the volume of the regular ideal tetrahedron) respectively in the sense of Section 8
of [20]. So the representations near these ideal points are not conjugate. Therefore
we conclude that these two ideal points of D give two different ideal points on the
PSL.2;C/–character variety.

We remark that when .z1; z2; z3; z4; z5; z6; z7/ goes to .1;�;�;�;�;�; 1/, there are
also corresponding ideal points. While they also give a boundary slope of 20, they
appear to be equal to the above two ideal points on the PSL.2;C/–character variety.
(In general, the map from D to the PSL.2;C/–character variety is two to one near an
ideal point.)

2.1.2 Slope 22 When .z1; z2; z3; z4; z5; z6; z7/ goes to .1; 1; 0;�; 1;�; 0/, there is a
corresponding ideal point. We change the coordinate system for the degenerate ideal
tetrahedra by setting

z1 D 1� at; z2 D 1� bt; z3 D ct; z5 D 1� et2; z7 D gt:

The solution is

.z4; z6/D

�
1

2
;�1

�
:

The corresponding boundary slope is 22.

When .z1; z2; z3; z4; z5; z6; z7/ goes to .1; 0; 1;�; 0; 0;�/, there is also a correspond-
ing ideal point. This is equal to the above ideal point on the character variety.

2.2 Finite surgeries of .�2 ; 5; 5/

Using Hatcher and Oertel’s algorithm [11], the boundary slopes of the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel
knot are 0, 14, 15, 20 and 22. It follows that the Culler–Shalen norm is of the form

ksk D 2
�
a1�.s; 0/C a2�.s; 14/C a3�.s; 15/C a4�.s; 20/C a5�.s; 22/

�
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with ai nonnegative integers. Here s 2H1.@M IZ/ is the class of a curve representing
the slope s 2Q[f1

0
g.

In the previous subsection we showed that all boundary slopes other than 0 are detected
and that 20 is detected by two ideal points. It follows that the corresponding constants
satisfy a2; a3; a5 � 1 and a4 � 2. However, the following lemma shows that a3 � 2.

Lemma 13 Let K be a hyperbolic knot in S3 with Culler–Shalen norm kk D
2
P

aj�.; ǰ /, the sum being taken over the finite set of boundary slopes, B D f ǰ g.
If ˇ0 2 B is represented by a fraction u

v
2Q[f1

0
g with u odd then the corresponding

constant a0 is even.

Proof The A-polynomial of K was defined in [3] as an integral coefficient polynomial
A.l;m/ in the variables l and m. The authors also show that the monomials appearing
in A all have m raised to an even power. It follows that the Newton polygon of A has
vertices at lattice points .x;y/ 2 Z2 with y even.

Boyer and Zhang [2] showed that the Newton polygon of A is equivalent to the Culler–
Shalen norm. Specifically, the vectors that connect consecutive vertices of the Newton
polygon have the form aj .vj ;uj / where uj

vj
is the slope corresponding to the boundary

class ǰ . Under our hypotheses then, the Newton polygon of A would include vertices
of the form .x0;y0/ and .x0C a0v;y0C a0u/. As both y0 and y0C a0u are even
and u is odd, we must have that a0 is even.

Thus, using the results of the previous section, we can assume a2; a5�1 and a3; a4�2.

Proof of Theorem 12 The algorithm of Hatcher and Oertel [11] shows that the
boundary slopes of the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot are 0, 14, 15, 20 and 22. By Lemma 3,
the minimal norm of K is S D 20. Thus, using Lemmas 2, 4, 5 and 6, a nontrivial
finite surgery must lie in the set�

13; 16; 19; 21; 23;
31

2
;

39

2
;

41

2
;

43

2
;

45

2

�
:

We will use the estimates of the ai ’s discussed above to show that none of these has
small enough norm to be a finite slope.

If s 2 f39
2
; 41

2
; 43

2
; 45

2
g, then ksk� 2.11a2C9a3/� 58>SC8. Thus, s is not a finite

slope by Lemma 4. Similarly, if sD 31
2

, ksk�2.3a2Ca3C9a4C13a5/�72>SC8.

If s D 21 or 23, then ksk � 2.7a2 C 6a3/ � 38 > S C 8, and these slopes are
not finite. Also, k13k � 2.a2 C 2a3 C 7a4 C 9a5/ � 56 > S C 8, and k19k �

2.5a2C 4a3C a4C 3a5/� 36> S C 8, so that 13 and 19 are likewise not finite.
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This leaves only the slope 16 as a candidate for finite surgery. Since 1
0

is not a boundary
slope, it follows from [5, Corollary 1.1.4] and Lemma 3 that k1

0
kDS D 20. We deduce

that
P5

iD1 ai D 10. Given our constraints on the ai ’s, the smallest possible norm
for slope 16 is 44, which occurs with the choice .a1; a2; a3; a4; a5/D .0; 1; 6; 2; 1/.
That is, any other distribution of the ai consistent with

P5
iD1 ai D 10, a2; a5 � 1 and

a3; a4 � 2 will result in k16k � 44 > 40D 2S . Therefore, by Lemma 4, 16 is also
not a finite slope.

Thus we have shown that the only finite slope of the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot is the trivial
slope 1

0
.

3 The .�2 ; 5; 7/ and .�2 ; 5; 9/ pretzel knots

In this section, we prove two theorems:

Theorem 14 The .�2; 5; 7/ pretzel knot admits no nontrivial finite surgery.

Theorem 15 The .�2; 5; 9/ pretzel knot admits no nontrivial finite surgery.

We prove these theorems using information about detected boundary slopes. For Theo-
rem 15, it suffices to use the slopes detected by the methods of [14]. For Theorem 14,
however, we will need to also know something about the number of ideal points for the
boundary slope 24. For this, we will use Ohtsuki’s method for calculating the number
of ideal points [22; 23]. In the first subsection we give a brief overview of Ohtsuki’s
approach and find lower bounds for the number of ideal points for the boundary slope 24

of the .�2; 5; 7/ pretzel knot. We then give proofs of our theorems in the subsequent
two subsections.

3.1 Detecting ideal points using Ohtsuki’s method

In this subsection we show that there are at least 8 ideal points for the boundary
slope 24 of the .�2; 5; 7/ pretzel knot. These ideal points are detected by using
Ohtsuki’s method as outlined in [22; 23]. We first briefly recall Ohtsuki’s method and
then give the calculation of the number of ideal points.

Fix a diagram of a knot K in S3 and consider the Wirtinger presentation of �1.M /D

�1.S
3 nN.K// with generators x1; : : : ;xc , where c is the number of crossings in the

diagram. For � 2Hom.�1.M /;SL.2;C//, we set Xi D �.xi/ for i D 1; : : : ; c . Since
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all Xi ’s are conjugate, their eigenvalues are the same, say � and 1
�

. We assume that
j�j> 1 since we are only interested in the case where � diverges. Let�

xCi
1

�
and

�
x�i
1

�
denote the eigenvectors of Xi corresponding to � and 1

�
respectively. For each relation

xk D xixj x�1
i in the Wirtinger presentation we have the following two equations:

.x˙i �x�j /.x
˙
k �xCj /� ".x

˙
i �xCj /.x

˙
k �x�j /D 0;

where "D ��2 . Since there are c relations, we have 2c equations of this type. We
denote them by R1; : : : ;R2c . Let yR.M / denote the algebraic set in C2cC1\fj"j< 1g

with coordinates .xC
1
;x�

1
; : : : ;xCc ;x

�
c ; "/ determined by R1 D � � � DR2c D 0. Using

a Möbius transformation on C , we can fix three variables in .xC
1
;x�

1
; : : : ;xCc ;x

�
c /,

which corresponds to taking a slice of yR.M / with three hyperplanes. We denote this
slice by s.M /. The character variety �.M / is defined to be the set of characters
of the SL.2;C/–representations of �1.M /. There is a canonical map t W yR.M /!

�.M /\fj"j< 1g defined by t.X /D trace.X /. By restricting this map to s.M /, we
have a surjection tsW s.M /! �.M /\fj"j< 1g.

Below, we summarize the algorithm for finding ideal points of �.M / in [22; 23].

Step 1 Suppose that we wish to detect an essential surface S with a given boundary
slope. Choose a set of loops `1; : : : ; `m in S3 n S and make a tree with ends x˙i
according to [23] (see for instance Section 2 in [23]) in such a way that each of
`1; : : : ; `m has a fixed point when acting on the tree. Note that when we make the
tree using Ohtsuki’s argument in [23], we use all the equations R1 D � � � ;R2c D 0 to
determine yR.M /, without omitting three of them. Instead, the three are removed after
Step 3 below.

Step 2 Fix three variables using the Möbius transformation. For the other variables,
according to the tree obtained in Step 1, we change the coordinates as follows: if the
tree suggests that x�i � x�j mod " then we introduce a new variable zx�j in place of x�j
such that x�j D x�i C zx

�
j ", where � represents C or � (and the choice can be made

independently for x�i and x�j ). Let zR1; : : : ; zR2c denote the equations of R.M / in
the new variables. These determine an algebraic set in C2cC1 \ fj"j < 1g with new
coordinates and we denote it by zR.M /. The three fixed variables determine a slice of
zR.M / and we denote it by zs.M /. Note that the above change of coordinates determines

a canonical map �W zR.M /! yR.M / and its restriction �jzs.M /W zs.M /! s.M /.

Step 3 According to [23, Section 2.4], we make a tunnel near some crossing. Let
R1;R2;R3 and R4 be the equations which have to be removed due to the tunnel.
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Suppose that the generators xi (resp. xj ) of �1.M / is separated into xi and x0i (resp.
xj and x0j ) by the tunnel as in [23, Figure 11].

We will omit the equations R1 , R2 and R3 .

Step 4 Let yR0.M / denote the algebraic set in C2cC1 \ fj"j < 1g determined by
R4 D � � � DR2c D 0 and zR0.M / denote the one determined by zR4 D � � � D

zR2c D 0.
The change of coordinates in Step 2 determines a canonical map �0W zR0.M /! yR0.M /.
The three fixed variables determine slices s0.M / in yR0.M / and zs0.M / in zR0.M /.

Proposition 16 Let z be an isolated point of the set zs0.M /\f"D0g and set wD�0.z/.
Suppose that the generators xi ; xj 2 �1.M / separated by the tunnel satisfy xCi ¤ xCj ,
xCi ¤ x�j , x�i ¤ xCj and x�i ¤ x�j in a neighbourhood of w . Then w is an ideal point
of s.M /.

Proof We first show that there is a curve in zs0.M / n f"D 0g which converges to z

as "! 0. The set zs0.M /\ f"D 0g is an algebraic set in C2cC1 determined by the
equations R4D � � � DR2c D 0, "D 0 and three equations for making the slice. Hence
the number of equations is 2cC 1. Since the solutions are isolated, we can say that
this algebraic set is a locally complete intersection. Hence dim zs0.M /D 1. This curve
cannot be locally contained in f"D 0g because if it were then locally we would have
dim zs0.M /D 1, which contradicts the assumption that z is isolated. Hence this curve
satisfies the property claimed.

Now we prove the original assertion. Using the hypotheses and [23, Lemma 2.5],
we have Xi D X 0i and Xj D X 0j . Thus we can recover the equations zR1 , zR2 and
zR3 at each point in a small neighbourhood of z . This means that zs0.M / locally

coincides with zs.M /. Hence the curve obtained in the first paragraph can be regarded
as a curve in zs.M / n f" D 0g which converges to z as "! 0. By using the map
�jzs.M /W zs.M /! s.M /, we conclude that w is an ideal point of s.M /.

Since � diverges at the point w in Proposition 16, using the map

tsW s.M /! �.M /\fj"j< 1g;

we conclude that w corresponds to an ideal point of �.M /.

Remark 17 The generators xi ; xj 2 �1.M / separated by the tunnel both appear
in one relation in the Wirtinger presentation. Hence, if the tree in Step 1 is made
from local pieces as shown in [23, Figure 4], ie, if there is no degeneration, then we
automatically have the condition xCi ¤ xCj , xCi ¤ x�j , x�i ¤ xCj and x�i ¤ x�j .
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Lemma 18 If two solutions � and � have different values in the complex ratio

x�i �x�
k

x�i �x�
`

.x�j �x�
k

x�j �x�
`

;

where x�i ;x
�
j ;x
�
k
;x�
`

are some ends of generators x1; : : : ;xc , then they correspond to
different ideal points of �.M /.

Proof Let z denote the point in s.M / corresponding to the solution � and w denote
the one corresponding to �. Suppose that they correspond to the same ideal point of
�.M /. Then their SL.2;C/–representations must be conjugate, ie, there are neighbour-
hoods z 2 U � s.M / and w 2 V � s.M / such that there is a map ' of conjugation
satisfying '.z/D w and '.U /D V . This means that, for each pair of points u 2 U

and vD '.u/2V , there exists an SL.2;C/–matrix X such that X�u.a/X
�1D �v.a/

for every element a in �1.M /, where �u.a/ is the SL.2;C/–representation of a at
u 2 U and �v.a/ is the one of a at v D '.u/ 2 V . As mentioned in the proof of
Lemma C.1 in [23], the Möbius transformation by X sends the ends of generators at z

to those at w . Thus the complex ratios have to be the same for � and �.

Lemma 19 There are at least 8 ideal points for the boundary slope 24 of the .�2; 5; 7/

pretzel knot.

Proof Set the generators a; b; c; d; s1; : : : ; s7; t1; : : : ; t9 as in left of Figure 1 with
identification a D t1 , b D s2 , c D t8 , d D s7 , s1 D t�1

2
and s6 D t�1

9
. We fix

t6
b

c

a

d s7

s1
s2

s3

s4

s5
s6

t2

t1

t3
t4
t5

t7

t8t9

Figure 1: The .�2; 5; 7/ pretzel knot and an essential surface with boundary
slope 24

three parameters t�
1
D 0, tC

1
D 1, tC

3
D tC

2
C 1 and change the coordinate tC

2
into

� by setting tC
2
D 1 C � . We first consider Step 1. Since the essential surface

with boundary slope 24 is as shown on the right in Figure 1, a tree consisting of
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subtrees of parasol type with the same origin satisfies the necessary condition for
corresponding to this surface. For the definition of a subtree of parasol type, see
Ohtsuki [22]. We will find 8 ideal points from such a tree. The change of coordinates
in Step 2 is done as b� D aCC r1", c� D bCC r2", d� D cCC r3", sC

1
D s�

1
Cx1 ,

sCi D sC
i�1
Cxi for iD2; : : : ; 7, s�i D sC

i�1
Cyi�1" for iD2; : : : ; 7, tCi D tC

i�1
Cpi

for i D 4; : : : ; 9 and t�i D tC
i�1
C qi�1" for i D 2; : : : ; 9, where the ri ’s, xi ’s yi ’s,

pi ’s and qi ’s are nonzero. Using the identification of tangles, we can set a˙ D t˙
1

,
bC D sC

2
, s�

1
D solve.b�� s�

2
; s�

1
/, cC D tC

8
, x2Dsolve.c�� t�

8
;x2/, dC D sC

7
,

x3 D solve.d�� s�
7
;x3/, y1 D solve.sC

1
� t�

2
;y1/, x1 D solve.s�

1
� tC

2
;x1/,

y6D solve.sC
6
� t�

9
;y6/ and x6D solve.s�

6
� tC

9
;x6/, where solve is the function

which gives the value of the second entry that will make the first entry equal to zero.

The remaining variables are now ", � , r1; r2; r3 , x4;x5;x7 , y2; : : : ;y5 , p4; : : : ;p9

and q1; : : : ; q8 , and hence zR.M / is an algebraic set in C26 . From the Wirtinger pre-
sentation, we have 28 equations f ˙

1
, f ˙

2
, g˙i for iD1; : : : ; 5 and h˙i for iD1; : : : ; 7

as in Figure 2. Let F˙
1

, F˙
2

, G˙i for i D 1; : : : ; 5 and H˙i for i D 1; : : : ; 7 denote the
leading coefficients of their expansions by " after the change of coordinates in Step 2.
We omit the equations GC

1
;G�

1
and G�

2
and solve the others in the following order:

f ˙1

f ˙2

g˙
1

g˙
2

g˙
3

g˙4
g˙

5

h˙
1

h˙
2

h˙3
h˙4
h˙5
h˙

6

h˙
7

Figure 2: Positions of crossings corresponding to the relations in the Wirtinger presentation

.HC
1
; q1/, .H�1 ; q2/, .H�2 ; q3/, .H�3 ; q4/, .H�4 ; q5/, .H�5 ; q6/, .H�6 ; q7/, .H�7 ; q8/,

.FC
2
; r2/, .GC3 ;y3/, .GC4 ;y4/, .G�4 ;y5/, .GC5 ;x4/, .G�5 ; r3/, .HC3 ;p5/, .HC2 ;p4/,

.G�
3
;x7/, .HC6 ;p8/,.HC4 ;p6/, .HC5 ;p7/,.HC7 ;p9/, .F�2 ;x5/, .FC1 ; r1/,.GC2 ;y2/,

where we again solve by finding the value of the second variable that will make the
first zero. Then checking the equation F�

1
D 0 we have

0D .�8
C 8�7

C 21�6
C 14�5

� 19�4
� 20�3

C 5�2
C 2�C 1/

� .�8
C 8�7

C 21�6
C 14�5

� 19�4
� 20�3

C 7�2
C 6� � 1/:
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By using resultant, we can verify that the ri ’s, xi ’s yi ’s, pi ’s and qi ’s are nonzero
for all solutions of this equation. It is also easy to check that the 16 solutions of this
equation have 8 different values in the cross ratio

tC
1
� tC

2

tC
1
� t�

1

. tC
3
� tC

2

tC
3
� t�

1

:

Hence there are at least 8 ideal points by Lemma 18.

Remark 20 The methods of the above lemma can also be used to show that there are
at least two ideal points for the boundary slope 20 of the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot. In
this case, we can find two other ideal points coming from an r –curve by the following
reason: Let M denote the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot complement and M2;5 denote the
.2; 5/ torus knot complement. There is a branched double covering map M !M2;5

such that the essential surface S with boundary slope 20 is mapped to the essential
Möbius band in M2;5 with boundary slope 10. This means that M has an r –curve
with r D 20. Since it is shown in [23, Section 5.1] that the boundary slope 10 of M2;5

has two ideal points, we can conclude that this r –curve also has two ideal points. The
existence of these two additional ideal points can also be checked by using Ohtsuki’s
method for M with a degenerate tree in Step 1. Thus we can conclude that the boundary
slope 20 of the .�2; 5; 5/ pretzel knot has at least four ideal points in total.

3.2 Finite surgeries on .�2 ; 5; 7/

In this subsection, we prove Theorem 14.

Proof of Theorem 14 Using [11], the norm of .�2; 5; 7/ is of the form

kk D 2

�
a1�.; 0/C a2�.; 14/C a3�.; 15/C a4�

�
;

37

2

�
C a5�.; 24/C a6�.; 26/

�
where the ai are nonnegative integers. By Lemma 3, the minimal total norm is S D 34.
Using [14], slopes 14, 15 and 37

2
are detected. This implies a2 � 1 and, by Lemma

13, a3 and a4 must be even, so a3; a4 � 2. As argued in the previous subsection, 24

is detected by 8 ideal points, so a5 � 8.

Using Lemmas 2, 4, 5 and 6 a nontrivial finite surgery must lie in the set�
16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 23; 25; 27;

47

2
;

49

2
;

51

2
;

53

2

�
:
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If s 2 f47
2
; 49

2
; 51

2
; 53

2
g, then ksk � 2.19a2C17a3C20a4/� 186> 42D SC8 and

such a slope is not finite. If s 2 f23; 25; 27g, then ksk � 2.9a2C 8a3C 9a4/� 86>

42D S C 8 and such a slope is not finite.

For s 2 f17; 19g, ksk � 2.5a5/ � 80 > 42 D S C 8 and these are not finite slopes.
If s 2 f16; 18g, ksk � 2.6a5/ � 96 > 68D 2S , so these are also not finite. Finally,
k20k � 2.6a2C 5a3C 3a4C 4a5/� 108> 2S .

Thus, the only finite slope of the .�2; 5; 7/ knot is the trivial slope 1
0

.

3.3 Finite surgeries on .�2 ; 5; 9/

In this subsection, we prove Theorem 15.

Proof of Theorem 15 As the argument is quite similar to that used to prove Theorem
12 and Theorem 14, we will omit some details. Using [11] the norm is of the form

kk D 2

�
a1�.; 0/C a2�.; 14/C a3�.; 15/C a4�

�
;

67

3

�
C a5�.; 28/C a6�.; 30/

�
;

and S D 48 by Lemma 3. By [14], slopes 14, 15 and 67
3

are detected, so that a2 � 1,
and, by Lemma 13, a3; a4 � 2.

Using the lemmas of Section 1, the candidates for a finite slope are�
21; 22; 23; 24; 27; 29; 31;

55

2
;

57

2
;

59

2
;

61

2

�
:

The half integral surgeries will have norm at least 278 and slopes 27, 29, 31 will
exceed 130. Also, k23k � 58. These are all more than S C 8, so none of these slopes
are finite.

For 21 we must consider which distribution of the ai ’s will give the least value for
k21k. Since 1

0
is not a boundary slope, we have

24D S=2D

1

0

=2D a1C a2C a3C 3a4C a5C a6:

Thus, k21k is minimised by the choice EaD .a1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6/D .0; 2; 4; 6; 0; 0/

which results in k21k D 124> S C 8, so 21 is not finite. Similarly, we can minimise
k24k by choosing EaD .0; 1; 2; 6; 3; 0/. Then k24k D 140> 2S , so 24 is not finite.

Finally, as in Remark 9, �1.M.22// surjects onto G5;5;9 and is therefore not finite.
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4 The 6–theorem

In this section, let K be a .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot with p; q odd and either 7� p � q

or else p D 5 and q � 11. We will prove that K admits no nontrivial finite surgeries.

The argument proceeds in two steps: first, we reduce the candidate slopes for finite
surgeries to a short list, and then we treat the short list. In the first subsection, we
use the 6–theorem of Agol [1] and Lackenby [16] to show that, in case 7 � p � q ,
the candidates for a finite slope of K are the trivial slope 1

0
and the integral slopes

2.p C q/C k with k D �1; 0; 1; 2. Then, by Lemma 6, the boundary slopes [11]
2.pC q/ and 2.pC q/C 2 are not finite slopes. Lemma 8 shows that 2.pC q/� 1 is
not a finite slope while Lemma 10 says the same of the slope 2.pC q/C 1 except for
eight cases with p D 7 or 9. We will use Culler–Shalen norm arguments to address
these cases in Section 4.3.

In the second case, when p D 5 and q � 11, the 6–theorem implies that the only
candidates for a finite slope of K are 1

0
and the integral slopes 2.pC q/C k with

k D �2;�1; 0; 1; 2; 3. Lemma 6 again eliminates 2q C 10 and 2q C 12, while the
slopes 2qC 8 and 2qC 9 are also ruled out by Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. In Section
4.2, we will use the Culler–Shalen norm to rule out the slopes 2qC 11 and 2qC 13.

4.1 Applying the 6–theorem

In this section we shall study exceptional surgeries of the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot
complement. Recall that the surgery on a knot K along slope s is called exceptional
if K.s/ is reducible, toroidal or Seifert fibred or if �1.K.s// is finite or not word-
hyperbolic. The following theorem was shown by Agol [1] and Lackenby [16].

Theorem 21 Let M be a compact orientable 3–manifold with interior having a
complete, finite volume hyperbolic structure. Let s1; : : : ; sn be slopes on @M , with
one si on each component of @M . Suppose that there is a horoball neighbourhood N

of the cusps of M n @M on which each si has length more than 6. Then, the manifold
obtained by Dehn surgery along s1; : : : ; sn is not exceptional: it is irreducible, atoroidal
and not Seifert fibred and has infinite word hyperbolic fundamental group.

By the geometrization theorem, all nonexceptional surgeries yield hyperbolic manifolds.
However, for our purposes we only need the conclusion that the filled manifold has
infinite fundamental group. We shall apply Theorem 21 to prove the following two
propositions.
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Proposition 22 For p; q � 7 and odd, the .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot has at most five
exceptional surgeries. If s is an exceptional surgery, it is one of the following: 1

0
,

2.pC q/� 1, 2.pC q/, 2.pC q/C 1 or 2.pC q/C 2.

Proposition 23 For q � 11 and odd, the .�2; 5; q/ pretzel knot has at most seven
exceptional surgeries. If s is an exceptional surgery, it is one of the following: 1

0
,

2.5C q/C k .k D�2;�1; 0; 1; 2; 3/.

Remark 24 As shown in [18], 2.pC q/–surgery is a toroidal surgery and the trivial
surgery 1

0
is also exceptional. However, in general, the other surgeries listed in the

propositions may be hyperbolic.

Proof of Proposition 22 Let L be the link consisting of the .�2; 1; 1/ pretzel knot
and two trivial link components encircling the p–twist and the q–twist. (See Figure 3.)
By �1=k –surgery and �1= l –surgery along the two trivial link components we get
the .�2; 1C 2k; 1C 2l/ pretzel knot complement in S3 . We will construct an ideal
triangulation of S3 n L and find its complete hyperbolic structure. Then we will
study cusp shapes of the link complement and apply the 6–theorem to that 3–cusped
manifold.

Figure 3: By �1=k –surgery and �1= l –surgery along the trivial link compo-
nents we get the .�2; 1C 2k; 1C 2l/ pretzel knot.

A B

A

B

B BA

A
B BA B

A

Figure 4: Slice the full twist part.

Take a disk bounding each trivial link component and cut S3 nL along these two disks.
We also slice the link complement at the full-twist part as shown in Figure 4. The result
is Figure 5. In that figure, faces are attached to each other so that the black dots in the
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B

C

D

E

F

D

C

F

E
A

A

B

Figure 5: The result of slicing the full twist and along the disks bounded by
the trivial components

B E

F

C

D

G

H

J K

I

A

A

C

DF

E

I

H

G

K J B

Figure 6: The left is the “upper” side of Figure 5 and the right is the “lower”
side of Figure 5. We are viewing these pictures from inside the 3–balls.

AK IJ

C E

FD

G

H

B

D

C

F

E

KI J BA

H

G

Figure 7: Shrink “fragments of cusps” to small disks.

faces coincide. We then slice the manifold into two balls along the horizontal plane
(Figure 6).

Now, shrink fragments of boundary components to small disks. This gives a (topologi-
cal) ideal polyhedral decomposition of S3 nL into two ideal polyhedra (Figure 7). In
Figure 7, we change the diagonal edges of the square made of faces A and I . We also
change the diagonal edge of the square formed by B and J leaving us with two balls
with graphs as shown in Figure 8. Glue these two 3–balls along the K–faces to arrive
at the manifold of Figure 9. We ideally triangulate Figure 9 into ten ideal tetrahedra as
shown in Figure 10.
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FD
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L
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O
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K
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G

D
L

M

N

Figure 8: Exchange the diagonals between A and I and also between B and J .

G

H

O

D

C
G

N

L

M

F

H
C

E

M

L

O

N

F

E

D

Figure 9: An ideal triangulation of the link complement S3 nL

For an alternate point of view, we also note this decomposition into ten ideal tetrahedra
is a refinement of the ideal polyhedral decomposition that Futer and Guéritaud describe
in [10, Section 4].

We can easily observe that each 1–simplex of the ideal triangulation is the edge of
6 ideal tetrahedra. Therefore, if we give a regular ideal tetrahedral structure to each
tetrahedron, these ideal tetrahedra will satisfy the gluing equation around each 1–
simplex. We can see that the torus boundaries have the Euclidean structures shown in
Figure 11 and Figure 12. Thus we obtain a complete hyperbolic structure on S3 nL.

If we take a uniform cusp cross-section for each ideal tetrahedron as shown in Figure 13,
the cusp cross-section has Euclidean structure as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12
where the side of each triangle has Euclidean length 1.

We shall apply Theorem 21 to the above cusp cross-section. The universal cover of
a cusp is the Euclidean plane, and a basepoint on the torus lifts to a lattice generated
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E

H
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Figure 10: The ideal polyhedron decomposed into 10 ideal tetrahedra
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Figure 11: Euclidean structure of torus boundary (.�2; 1; 1/ component)

M
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F
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Figure 12: Euclidean structure of torus boundary (trivial component)
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p
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2

0 1

1

Figure 13: A uniform cusp cross section
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by two complex numbers. Every slope on the torus lifts to a primitive lattice point,
where the length of the slope is equal to the Euclidean distance of the lattice point
from the origin. For the trivial component of L, Figure 12 shows that the lattice
is generated by the complex numbers 2 (corresponding to the longitude) and

p
3i

(corresponding to the meridian). Thus the Euclidean length of slope �1=k is equal
to j
p
�3� 2kj D

p
3C 4k2 . For k � 3, (hence p; q � 7), the slope �1=k is longer

than 6.

At the cusp of the original knot, Figure 13 shows that the lattice giving the Euclidean
structure is generated by the complex numbers 2 (corresponding to the meridian) and
�1C3

p
3i (corresponding to the slope 4=1). After �1=k –surgery and �1= l –surgery

on the trivial link components, the slope 4=1 becomes 4.k C l/C 4 D 2.p C q/

because the linking number with each of the trivial link components is equal to 2.
The length of the slope .2.p C q/mC n/=m is equal to j2nC .�1C 3

p
3i/mj Dp

.2n�m/2C 27m2 . Therefore, we can realize every surgery on K via a Dehn
filling of L along slopes longer than 6, except .2.pC q/mC n/=m surgery when
.m; n/D .0; 1/; .1;�1/; .1; 0/; .1; 1/; .1; 2/. By Theorem 21, this means there are at
most 5 exceptional surgeries on K .

Proof of Proposition 23 In this case we have to replace the cusp cross-sections in
order to enlarge one cusp so that the slope �1=2 on one of the trivial link components
has length greater than 6. Then the other cusp cross-sections will become smaller. We
expand the cusp cross-section corresponding to 5 half twists, by a factor of

p
2. The

length of slope �1=2 on that cusp is now equal to
p

2.3C 4 � 22/D
p

38> 6. Then
the other cusps are contracted by 1=

p
2 (Figure 14).

1C
p
�3

2

0 1

1=
p

2

Figure 14: Expanding one cusp cross-section at an ideal vertex
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After this modification of cusp neighbourhoods, the Euclidean lattice for the other trivial
link components is generated by the complex numbers 2=

p
2D
p

2 (corresponding to
the longitude) and

p
3i=
p

2D
p

6i=2 (corresponding to the meridian). The Euclidean
length of slope �1= l is equal to j

p
6i=2�

p
2l j D

p
1:5C 2l2 . So, for l � 5, the

�1= l slope is longer than 6.

At the cusp of the original knot, the Euclidean lattice is generated by
p

2 (cor-
responding to the meridian) and �

p
2=2 C 3

p
6i=2 (corresponding to the slope

4=1). After �1= l –surgery on the trivial link component, the 4=1–slope becomes
4.2 C l/ C 4 D 2.5 C q/. The length of the slope .2.5 C q/m C n/=m is equal
to j
p

2nC .�
p

2=2C 3
p

6i=2/mj D
p
.2n�m/2=2C 27m2=2. Thus, except for

.m; n/ D .0; 1/; .1;�2/; .1;�1/; .1; 0/; .1; 1/; .1; 2/; .1; 3/, every surgery on K can
be realized by filling L along slopes longer than 6. Therefore, there are at most 7

exceptional surgeries.

4.2 Finite surgeries on the .�2 ; 5; q/ pretzel

In this subsection, we will prove:

Theorem 25 Let q be odd with q � 11. The .�2; 5; q/ pretzel knot admits no
nontrivial finite surgery.

Proof By Proposition 23, their are seven candidates for finite surgery. Lemma 6
eliminates 2qC 10 and 2qC 12 and Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 rule out slopes 2qC 8

and 2qC 9.

It remains to examine the slopes 2qC11 and 2qC13. Since the boundary slopes of the
.�2; 5; q/ pretzel are 0; 14; 15; .q2� q� 5/=..q� 3/=2/, 2qC 10 and 2qC 12 [11],
the norm is

kk D 2

�
a1�.; 0/C a2�.; 14/C a3�.; 15/C a4�

�
;

q2� q� 5

.q� 3/=2

�
C a5�.; 2qC 10/C a6�.; 2qC 12/

�
where the ai are nonnegative integers.

Thus, the norms of 1
0

, 2qC 10 and 2qC 11 are1

0

DS D 2

�
a1C a2C a3C

q� 3

2
a4C a5C a6

�
;

k2qC 10kD2
�
a1.2qC 10/C a2.2q� 4/C a3.2q� 5/C a4.3q� 10/C 2a6

�
;

k2qC 11kD2
�
a1.2qC 11/C a2.2q� 3/C a3.2q� 4/C a4.7q� 23/=2C a5C a6

�
:
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But then,

k2qC 11k�k2qC 10k D 2

�
a1C a2C a3C

q� 3

2
a4C a5� a6

�
:

In other words, k2qC 11k D k2qC 10kCS � 4a6 .

Suppose ai D 0 for i � 4. Then S D 2.a5C a6/ and k2q C 11k D 2.a5C a6/ D

S . As in [7], this would imply that there is a nonintegral boundary slope r with
j2qC 11� r j < 1. As there is no such r , we conclude that there exists i � 4 with
ai > 0. Then k2qC 10k � 2.2q� 5C 2a6/ and k2qC 11k � S C 2.2q� 5/ > S C 8

so that 2qC 11 surgery is not finite.

A similar argument shows that k2qC 13k�k2qC 10k D 3S � 4a6 . Hence we have
k2qC 13k � 3S C 2.2q� 5/ > S C 8 so that 2qC 13 is not finite.

4.3 Finite surgeries on the .�2 ; p; q/ pretzel (7� p � q )

In this subsection, we will prove:

Theorem 26 Let p and q be odd with 7� p � q . The .�2;p; q/ pretzel knot admits
no nontrivial finite surgery.

Proof By Proposition 22, their are five candidates for finite surgery. Lemma 6
eliminates 2.pC q/ and 2.pC q/C 2 and Lemma 8 rules out the slope 2.pC q/� 1.

So, the only candidate for a nontrivial finite surgery is 2.pC q/C 1 and, by Lemma
10, we can assume either p D q D 9 or else p D 7 and 7 � q � 19. However, an
argument similar to that used in the previous subsection for 2qC 11 surgery on the
.�2; 5; q/ pretzel knot shows that these remaining eight cases also do not lead to a
finite surgery.
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